NORTHEAST RECYCLING BUSINESS ASSISTANCE GUIDE UPDATED

The Northeast Recycling Council (NERC) has updated its Recycling Business Assistance Guide for the Northeast U.S. This resource provides a comprehensive compendium of resources available to start-up and expand recycling businesses in the 11 northeast states: Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont.

The Guide provides state-specific contact and program information about grant and loan fund programs, tax incentive programs, sources of technical support and other resources for assisting recycling businesses.

The topic headings are:
- Abandoned or Hazardous Vessels Act
- Canada passes Bill C-64: The Wrecked, Stranded, Abandoned Vessels Act
- UK recycling rate increases
- UN decides to control global plastic waste in Sri Lanka
- Trelleborg adopts renewable energy
- Corona Canada joins initiative to clean 
- China and surplus against vehicle disposal
- Nobody issued ARB Emission Standards for New Jersey
- Nucor Corporation named GM supplier of the year
- Project moves feasible market for recycled auto plastic bumber
- Detail Bristol Authority awarded $1 million GSA Grant
- StYEG Energy Launches program to drive electric vehicle infrastructure
- Responsible Battery Coalition, Backhaul Alabama Porter to support battery circular and Waste industry

In addition, there is a complete list of the recycling industry trade associations with hyperlinks to their websites.

The Guide provides state specific contact and program information about grant and loan fund programs, tax incentive programs, sources of technical support and other resources for assisting recycling businesses.
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